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Modern Hebrew: A Challenge for Sympathy
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0. Introduction
The current version of Optimality Theory (OT) is unable to deal with opaque
outputs. In order to accommodate this shortcoming, McCarthy (1999) proposes an
amendment to classical OT called Sympathy Theory. A direct consequence that
follows from the architecture of the theory is that if “two notionally distinct processes
… violate exactly the same faithfulness constraints, then they must always act
together in rendering a third process opaque” (McCarthy 1999: §3.2). However,
Modern Hebrew provides an example where this type of rule sandwiching occurs. In
derivational terms, the rules of -deletion and -deletion straddle a rule that lowers /e/
before two consonants. To accommodate this apparent counterexample, we will
investigate a solution using narrow constraints, but this fix will ultimately be
dismissed. We will conclude that Sympathy Theory cannot account for the example
from Modern Hebrew.

1. Background
1.1 Opacity
There are two types of phonological opacity, those created by counter-feeding
orders and those created by counter-bleeding orders (Kiparsky 1971, 1973). In the
case of counter-bleeding orders, we find cases of non-surface apparent opacity. That
is, there are surface forms in which some rule has applied, but the reason for its
application is no longer apparent or present on the surface. This type of opacity
occurs in a nonstandard dialect of Modern Hebrew. The data are given in (1). We
will be primarily interested in the first person singular forms in the second column.
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(1) Data from Modern Hebrew (Mizrai/Eastern dialect) (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth
1979, S. Bolozky PC, M. Kenstowicz PC)1
UR

1 sg. (-ti)

3 sg. masc. (∅)

3 pl. (-u)

Gloss

itple

itpleti

itple

itplu

become surprised

itnse

itnseti

itnse

itnsu

feel superior

itpre

itprti

itpre

itpru

cause disorder

ite

itti

ite

itu

become mad

The three rules we will consider are given in (2). Rule (i) bleeds rule (ii),
while rule (ii) counter-bleeds rule (iii), creating cases of non-surface apparent opacity.
This type of rule sandwiching occurs when a rule is stuck between two other rules
that could potentially bleed it. Here rule (ii) is sandwiched between two potential
bleeders, -deletion and -deletion. An example of each of these interactions is given
in (3).

(2)

(i)  deletion in coda.
(ii) Lower e to  before two consonants.
(iii)  deletion in coda.
(a) /itple ti/

(3)

1

(b) /itpre ti/

(i)  → ∅ in coda

itple ti

-----------

(ii) e →  / ___ CC

-----------

itpr ti

(iii)  → ∅ in coda

-----------

itpr ti

[itpleti]

[itprti]

Though the data come from Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979, they were confirmed with a native
speaker.
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In (3a), we see that rule (i) bleeds rule (ii). As a result, rule (ii) cannot apply
and the surface form retains the [e] of the underlying form. In (3b), we have a
counter-bleeding order. The environment that triggered the lowering is no longer
present on the surface and we have an example of non-surface apparent opacity.

1.2 Opacity meets OT
Opaque rule interactions cause problems for classical OT (McCarthy 1999).
Consider the case discussed in §1.1. Using the constraints in (4), we see that *]σ >>
MaxC because there are surface forms that have deleted an underlying .
Furthermore, because there are surface forms that have lowered an underlying /e/, we
know that *eCC >> Ident(lo). We do not know the relative order of the other
constraints, thus we have the tableau in (5) for the bleeding example from (3a).
Standard OT has no problem accommodating transparent forms that result from such
a relationship.

(4)

a. *]σ: Do not allow  in coda.
b. *]σ: Do not allow  in coda.
c. MaxC: Maximize all consonants from the input.
d. *eCC: Do not allow [e] before two consonants.
e. Ident(lo): The value of the feature [lo] in a candidate must match that of the
corresponding vowel in the underlying representation.

(5) Partially ordered tableau for the bleeding case
*]σ
/itpleti/
*]σ
*!
a. itpleti
*!
b. itplti
c. ) itpleti
d. itplti

*eCC

MaxC

Ident(lo)

*
*
*
*

*!

Standard OT, however, cannot accommodate the case of non-surface apparent
opacity found in (3b). This tableau is given in (6).
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(6) Partially ordered tableau for the opaque counter-bleeding case
*eCC
MaxC
*]σ
/itpreti/
*]σ
*!
*
a. itpreti
*!
b. itprti
*
c. ( itpreti
*
d. ) itprti

Ident(lo)
*
*¡

This tableau exemplifies the problems that counter-bleeding relationships yield for
classical OT. The actual output (6d) cannot be generated from this tableau. There is
no way to rearrange the constraints in order to yield the correct output because the set
of violations incurred by (6d) is a superset of those incurred by (6c). Therefore, it
will never be selected as optimal. McCarthy notes, “the presence of an “extra”
faithfulness violation is typical of non-surface-apparent opacity.” (McCarthy 1999:
§5.1). Thus, standard OT is unable to account for the cases of non-surface apparent
opacity.

1.3 Sympathy Theory: a fix for opacity in OT (McCarthy 1999)
In section 1.2 we saw that occurrences of phonological opacity cause
problems for classical OT. McCarthy (1999) offers a solution to the problem called
Sympathy Theory. By choosing a sympathetic candidate, McCarthy’s theory can
deal with the case of opacity discussed above. The theory works as follows. In
languages that have opaque outputs, one of the faithfulness constraints acts as a
selector constraint. This selector constraint picks out a candidate to be the
sympathetic candidate. The language also has a sympathetic constraint, which is
itself a faithfulness constraint that requires faithfulness not between the underlying
form and the output, but between the sympathetic candidate and the output. These
terms are given below in (7).
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a) () Selector constraint: picks out a sympathetic candidate. The selector
constraint is often the constraint that corresponds to not doing the second
process in an opaque order.
b) (U) Sympathetic candidate: The most harmonic candidate that passes the
selector constraint.
c) (U) Sympathetic constraint: A constraint that requires faithfulness
between the sympathetic candidate and the rest of the candidate set.
In order to implement Sympathy in the example from Modern Hebrew, we

must first find the selector constraint. Recall that the rule of lowering counter-bled
the rule of -deletion (cf. (3b)). In this case, the second process is -deletion. Thus,
not deleting  means that MaxC is satisfied. Hence, MaxC is the selector.
In order to pick the sympathetic candidate, we must find the most harmonic
candidate that passes the selector. In other words, of the candidates that pass the
selector, we must find the one which one is the winner of this smaller set. In tableau
(8), only the first two candidates pass the selector. Of these two, the second one is the
most harmonic, for its second violation is ranked lower than the second violation
incurred by the first candidate. The selector picks out the candidate that has
undergone the process of lowering and should have. Therefore, itprti is the
sympathetic candidate.

(8) Selecting the sympathetic candidate
/itpreti/
*]σ
faithful
itpreti
sympathetic
Uitprti
transparent
itpreti
opaque
) itprti

*]σ
*!
*!

*eCC

 MaxC

*

9
9
*
*

Ident(lo)
*
*
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The third step is to pick the sympathetic constraint. To find the sympathetic
constraint, we must consider what the sympathetic candidate and the actual output
have in common. In this example, they share the height of the penultimate vowel.
Therefore, UIdent(lo) is the sympathetic constraint.

(9) Opaque form with sympathy
/itpreti/
faithful
itpreti
sympathetic
Uitprti
transparent
itpreti
opaque
) itprti

*]σ *]σ
*!
*!

*eCC

UIdent(lo)

 MaxC

*

*

9
9
*
*

*!

The transparent candidate itpreti that won in tableau (8) now has a higher
raking violation than the opaque candidate. By appealing to sympathy, we have
created a tableau that generates the correct output. In counter-bleeding cases, the
sympathetic constraint has a complementary set of violations to its corresponding
plain constraint. This is because the sympathetic candidate has undergone lowering
and the sympathetic constraint requires faithfulness to this candidate. From our
sympathetic analysis and tableau (9), we can conclude the following: (i) the process
of deleting  in coda produces MaxC violations, (ii) this process renders lowering
opaque, creating cases of non-surface apparent opacity, and (iii) UIdent(lo) >>
Ident(lo).

2. McCarthy’s Implication
Following directly from the architecture of Sympathy Theory is the following
implication:

(10)

If “two notionally distinct processes … violate exactly the same faithfulness
constraints, then they must always act together in rendering a third process
opaque” (McCarthy 1999: Section 3.2).

Ident(lo)
*
*
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In other words, McCarthy predicts that a situation like (11) cannot occur if it involves
rule sandwiching. The faithfulness constraints in the second column are those that are
violated as a result of the process in the first column. Sandwiching occurs when (i)
the faithfulness constraint that is violated as a result of process 1 and process 3 is the
same, (ii) process 3 opacifies process 2, and (iii) process 1 does not opacify process 2.
In (11), A would be the selector because it corresponds to not doing the second
process of the opaque interaction, in this case process 3.

(11)

Three Processes

Faithfulness Constraints

1 (does not opacify 2)

A

2

B

3 (opacifies 2)

A

The reason sandwiching is so problematic for sympathy is that the selector
constraint ΟA has no way of distinguishing forms that have undergone process 3 and
should opacify process 2 from forms that have undergone process 1 and should not.
An analogous sympathetic candidate is chosen for both the transparent interaction and
the opaque interaction. Sympathy Theory cannot simultaneously account for the
transparent and the opaque outputs in a sandwiching scenario. In the following
section, we will examine a specific case of rule sandwiching that produces a situation
like that in (11).

3. Modern Hebrew as a counterexample to Sympathy Theory (Mizrai/Eastern
dialect)
3.1 Problematic Situation
The non-standard dialect of Modern Hebrew discussed in §1 offers a
counterexample to the implication in (10). The derivations from (3) are repeated
below as (12).
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/itple ti/

/itpre ti/

 → ∅ in coda

itple ti

-----------

e →  / ___ CC

-----------

itpr ti

 → ∅ in coda

-----------

itpr ti

[itpleti]

[itprti]

(12)

As discussed in §2, a direct consequence of Sympathy Theory is that a
situation of rule sandwiching cannot occur. If, however, there is such a case, the
architecture of Sympathy Theory will be jeopardized. One such example exists in
Modern Hebrew.

(13) Rule sandwiching in Modern Hebrew.
Three Processes

Faithfulness Constraints

1.  deletion

A. MaxC

2. Lowering

B. Ident(lo)

3.  deletion

A. MaxC

In Modern Hebrew we find the three processes given in (13). -deletion and deletion cause MaxC violations while lowering causes Ident(lo) violations. From
(12), we conclude that -deletion (process 1) bleeds Lowering (process 2) and deletion (process 3) counter-bleeds it. As we saw in §1.3, MaxC is the selector
constraint for the counter-bleeding case for it corresponds to not undergoing deletion.

3.2 Sympathy with both forms
Recall that the opaque form [itprti] was correctly generated once we were
able to appeal to sympathy. Tableau (9) is repeated here as (14).
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(14) Opaque form with sympathy
/itpreti/ *]σ
faithful
itpreti
sympathetic Uitprti
transparent
itpreti
opaque
) itprti

*]σ
*!
*!

9

*eCC

UIdent(lo)

MaxC

*

*

9
9
*
*

*!

Ident(lo)
*
*

Once a selector and a sympathetic constraint are posited to be in a language,
they must be present in every tableau. Thus, for the transparent form involving deletion, we must use the same constraints and the same ranking as we did in (14).

(15) Sympathy and the transparent form
*]σ
/itpleti/ *]σ
faithful
*!
itpleti
sympathetic Uitplti
*!
transparent
) itpleti
opaque
( itplti

*eCC

UIdent(lo)

MaxC

*

*

9
9
*
*

*¡

Ident(lo)

As was the case with the opaque form, the selector picks the second candidate
(the one that has undergone lowering and should have) as the sympathetic candidate.
Because an analogous candidate is selected as sympathetic in both the transparent and
the opaque forms, there is no way to distinguish forms that should opacify lowering
from forms that should not. The result of tableaux (14) and (15) is a contradiction.
UIdent(lo) must outrank Ident(lo) in order to accommodate the opaque form in (14)
and Ident(lo) must outrank UIdent(lo) for the transparent form in (15). In cases of
counter-bleeding relationships, the sympathetic constraint and its corresponding plain
constraint (which corresponds to not doing the first process of the opaque interaction)
have complementary sets of violations. The result is that there is no way to rearrange
them in order to satisfy both the transparent and the opaque forms. This “chaotic”
result is typical of analyses that appeal to sympathy (Idsardi 1997:26). That is, the
introduction of sympathetic constraints and candidates makes transparent forms,
which should not be difficult to handle, suddenly unmanageable.

*
*
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The data from Modern Hebrew show that McCarthy’s implication is not true
for all cases. Here we have an example where -deletion and -deletion violate the
same faithfulness constraint MaxC, but do not act together in rendering lowering
opaque. Only the rule of -deletion opacifies lowering. We find lowering in the
output, but it is non-surface apparent. -deletion, on the other hand, does not opacify
the rule of lowering because underlying forms with a  in coda do not undergo
lowering. Given this data, we have a counterexample to McCarthy’s implication.

4. Potential Solution: Narrow Constraints
4.1 Benefits
In the previous tableaux, we assumed that both -deletion and -deletion
corresponded to MaxC violations. One way to accommodate the data from Modern
Hebrew is posit two different Max constraints. By doing so, OT and Sympathy
Theory can generate the correct outputs. Instead of assuming only MaxC, we assume
that we have two separate constraints, Max and Max. Under this assumption, the
selector constraint is Max because it corresponds to not doing the second process
in the opaque order, namely -deletion. With these assumptions, we are able to create
tableaux that correctly yield both the transparent and the opaque outputs.
(16) Opaque form
/itpreti/
faithful
sympathetic
transparent
opaque

itpreti
Uitprti
itpreti
) itprti

*]σ

*]σ
*!
*!

*eCC

UIdent(lo)

*

*
*!

Max Ident(lo)
9
9
*
*
*
*

Consider tableau (16). It does not differ significantly from the tableau in (14).
Max acts just as MaxC did, and picks itprti as the sympathetic candidate.
The constraint Max does not affect this example, for no candidates in (16) violate it.

Max
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Its placement is irrelevant to the opaque form. Hence, tableau (16) correctly predicts
the output of the opaque form.

(17) Transparent form
/itpleti/
faithful
itpleti
itplti
transparent & U) itpleti
sympathetic
itplti

*]σ *]σ
*!
*!

*eCC

UIdent(lo)

*
*

*!

Max
9
9
9

Ident(lo)

9

*

*
*

Now consider tableau (17). All of the forms pass the selector constraint
because there is no  in the underlying form. To choose the sympathetic candidate,
we must now pick the most harmonic candidate of those remaining. In this case, we
have eliminated none. Since no forms are discarded, the selector simply picks the
actual output [itpleti]. In other words, the selector Max has no effect on forms
with no  and the most harmonic candidate wins as if there were no sympathy at all.
Now the sympathetic constraint simply reinforces the violations from the lower
ranked Ident(lo) and the tableau generates the correct output.
We now have a possible solution to the problem revealed above. We no
longer have two processes that incur the same faithfulness violations, but two
processes that incur different faithfulness violations. These constraints can be
ordered independently and separately from each other, thus, they need not act
together in rendering a third process opaque. The process that deletes  and causes
Max violations opacifies lowering. The process of -deletion causes Max
violations and does not opacify lowering. Under this revised scenario, we are no
longer answerable to McCarthy’s implication, for we no longer have identical
faithfulness violations.

4.2 Problems
Though providing a solution to the problem in §3.2, this method of narrow
constraints is rather inelegant in nature. This minute altering of faithfulness

Max

*
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constraints runs into problems with the notion of natural classes (Idsardi 1997: 26). If
we propose the constraints Max and Max, then we must also provide a constraint or
several constraints that maximize all other consonants except  and  in order to avoid
surface forms such as /itpleti/ → *[iei]. For this we have two choices. We can
posit one of the two constraints in (18).
(18)

(a) MaxC-(/)2: Maximize all consonants except  and .
(b) MaxCi for every Ci in the consonant inventory
The drawback of these two possibilities is that they require reference to

groups of sounds that do not form a natural class. The group of sounds from (18a),
C-(/), does not form a natural class (Idsardi 1997:26). (18b) is unsatisfying because
it loses the notion that phonological processes occur to a natural class of sounds
(Idsardi 1997:26). Therefore, this method of specifying which segment to maximize
does not provide a satisfying solution.

5. Conclusion
A direct result of Sympathy Theory is that if two distinct processes violate the
same faithfulness constraints, then they must both opacify or not opacify a third
process because there is no way to distinguish them in the constraint ranking. This
was not the case for the dialect of Modern Hebrew discussed in this paper. We
considered two processes that had the same faithfulness violations, -deletion in coda
and -deletion in coda. -deletion caused the rule of lowering to be opaque while deletion did not. Furthermore, there was no way to rearrange the constraints in such a
way as to accommodate both the opaque cases and the transparent ones. This dialect
exists as a counterexample to Sympathy Theory.
We also considered a possible solution to this problem which relied on
narrowing the constraints in order to target specific segments or feature bundles. By
2

Here “-“ stands for the complement of the set in parentheses. This constraint maximizes all
consonants minus  and .
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using narrow constraints such as Max or Max, we were able to create tableaux that
accounted for both the transparent and the opaque forms. This was not a satisfying
solution for it created a set of very specific rules that did not make reference to
natural classes.
In conclusion, the example from Modern Hebrew shows that Sympathy
Theory cannot simultaneously account for both the opaque and the transparent forms
that exist in a language that exhibits rule sandwiching. In Modern Hebrew, we found
that there was a constraint contradiction that resulted from Sympathy Theory. It was
necessary to have both UIdent(lo) >> Ident(lo) and Ident(lo) >> UIdent(lo). The
solution proposed in §4 had its own difficulties and did not satisfactorily resolve the
problem in Modern Hebrew. Because a direct consequence of Sympathy Theory is
the implication discussed in (10), the data from Modern Hebrew challenge the theory
as stated in McCarthy 1999.
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